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Offshore wind turbines are developing at a rapid pace and deployments are moving to deeper waters 
constituting floating support structures as a feasible option both technically and economically at 
depths that exceed ~70 m. Experience of more than 50 years from the Oil & Gas industry has 
provided structural configurations and established methodologies and standards for the design of 
floating support structures with varying level of applicability to offshore wind applications, however 
the different nature of loading that include a significant operational cyclic loading in addition to the 
environmental loads, the fact that those structures are designed for volume manufacturing and their 
limited consequences in the case of failure suggest a probabilistic approach to design and analysis as 
a pertinent practice towards cost reduction of capital expenditure and operational management. In 
addition to that, the harsh offshore environments are characterized by highly stochastic variables 
which should be systematically incorporated to the design process in order to avoid accumulation of 
unnecessary conservatism which ultimately increases total cost. 

This paper presents a systematic methodology for reliability analysis of floating support structures, 
focusing on the case of the analytical derivation of a fundamental limit state for stability under 
stochastic model inputs able to predict very small probabilities of failure. A sensitivity analysis of the 
solution based on Monte Carlo simulations and First Order Reliability Methods as well as variation 
of the statistical properties of the variables that are modelled stochastically, illustrates the 
performance of the limit state derived for probabilistic analysis. Applicability of the methodology in 
other limit states, such as mooring line design and incorporation of coupled dynamics of the system, 
is discussed together with the benefits that such an approach will have to the optimization of the 
operational management of such structures through variation of inspection and maintenance intervals 
based on updating of reliability estimation of critical limit states. 
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